
A LOOK AT THE BEGINNINGS OF MAP MAKING: 
THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD - THE CELTIC CONTRIBUTION 
A. Carson Clark F.R.G.S. 

Mankind has always had the desire to com11umicate and express himse~f both in the spoken a.v well as 
the written word. Ancient writing can be found in most parts of the world reminding us of pa.vt 
civilisations and the work h:ft by man not only in early writings but also early maps. 

Introduction 
It has been said that the map is the earliest communi

cation between people and the search for early maps as 
evidence is a fascinating and rewarding subject. As a 
twenty-five year old I listened enthralled to the late F. J. 
Monkhouse as he lectured on discovering early maps. If I 
may add a personal note here, both Alan Hodgkiss who now 
writes books on early maps and myself now a consultant 
and dealer in early maps, enjoyed the enthusiasm of Profes
sor F. J. Monkhouse at the University of Liverpool and then 
in my own case at the University of Southampton. 

Amongst the very earliest maps must be those of the 
Eskimos which were simply communications indicating 
good hunting or fishing grounds. These were made of skins 
ami bones and occasionally shells. Of course the original 
clay tablets are still preserved of early Babylonian maps 
dating back to 3000 B. C. Many early maps of Egypt were 
prepared by governments for, guess what, taxation pur
poses! Taxation is not a new invention of the 20th centmy 
or the Welfare State. 

In the Far East, China made impm1ant record of early 
cm1ography using, p1imarily, Astronomical Observations. 
Their earliest maps were produced about 2000 B.C. and by 
1000 B. C. the whole of China had been shown on one map. 
In 450 B.C. one of the disciples of Confucius prepared an 
illustrated guide to China which also contained maps. 

Early Chinese scholars assumed the em1h to be square, 
but with the movement and intluence of Buddhism, the 
square shape gave way to a round disc, though China 
continued to be shown as sun·mmded by ocean. (I do, 
however, have an early twin hemisphere map made in 
China). In spite of the later Mongol occupation 1279- 1386 
A.D. which intem1pted map making, by the 15th and 16th 
centuries maps were ve1y much in evidence in eve1yday 
Chinese life. I cannot over emphasise the great carto
graphic achievements of China for such a vast counhy. By 
the year 1723 there were over 200 printed maps of prov
inces and towns published and regularly updated. 

The culmination of this cm1ographic tradition and heri
tage came with the publication by the French cm1ographer 
D 'Anville of a complete Atlas of China. This remained the 
standard reference work right up to the beginning of the 
present centmy. We can safely say that ca11ographically, 
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China certainly has profoundly influenced the countries 
around her. 

One of the earliest of the T in 0 maps showed the 
division of the world between Noah 's sons. Ham was given 
Africa, Shem was given Asia and Japheth was given 
Europe. 

The T-in-0 Map ofthe World 

The late R. V. Tooley, an authority and enthusiast for 
the history of the map, always saw the drama of the devel
opment of map making throughout the world and like 
myselffound it ditl'icult not to enthuse over the difficulties 
and achievements of our cartographic forebearers. 

Yet despite Ptolemy 's int1uence, we have this Roman 
Road Map which today we call Tabula Peutingariana, 
named after the Ge1man Konrad Peutinger who discovered 
it in the 15th Centmy. What a map! When each section is 
joined we have a map whose physical length is fourteen 
feet, but totally ignming the normal geographical shapes 
and formations well known to the Romans of the first 
century. The map represents Imperial Roads and outposts 
ofthewholeRomanEmpire in theyear250A.D. with some 
revision and updating to the year 500 A.D. It is truly 
remarkable and dramatic in its concept and content. The 
designers and cartographers of this work are not mentioned 
or known in any available records, yet it also records and 
names over 5000 places. At the same time in the great 
school at Alexandria, Claudius Ptolemy was carving out a 
name for himselfthat would be revered and remembered by 
the Roman and Arab world for at least the next 1400 years 
and which fmmed the basis for all known map making in 
the Roman and Western World. However the tirst engraved 
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The last section of the Roman Road Map Tabula Peutingeriana published in 15th Century -total size of map 14 
feet long. 

The World according to Claudius Ptolemy, 2nd Century AD, but not published until 15th Century 
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printed atlas ofPtolemy's discoveries had to wait untill477 
and the advent of printing in Europe. It was still not referred 
to as an Atlas, this had to wait until a century or more later 
when Mercator published his atlas and paid generous ac
knowledgements to the work of Claudius Ptolemy. 

Ptolemy's knowledge and ability cannot be over em
phasised and yet there is some ditTiculty in just where to 
start. Ptolemy was the inheritor of many of his predecessors 
cartographic and physiographic theories. These included 
the great philosophers, historians and astronomers who 
preceded him like Strabo, Eratosthenes, Plato, Hippacus 
and Aristotle. In particular he was influenced by the carto
graphic writings of Marinos of Tyre 120 A.D. Hipparcus 
similarly had a great influence on the thinking of Ptolemy, 
for he is credited with the division of the circle into 360 
instead of the earlier 60 division. 

Ptolemy 's Geographia was published around 150 A. D., 
there were eight volumes, a world map, twenty -six regional 
maps and a large number of smaller maps. Though the 
maps in their original form did not survive, the surveys and 
text, which included drafting instructions, did. Ho~ever, 
until the advent of printing for almost 1200 years, Ptolemy's 
work remained undiscovered. · 

It is interesting to reflect on the local situation here in 
Wales. At that time the Romans were mining Welsh gold 
by building great reservoirs on the sides of the hills and then 
by a series of hedges which acted as filters, they trapped the 
gold when the water was released. Sadly there are no maps 
available of such an interesting activity, though I am sure 
that sketch maps must have been made. As far as I am 
aware, none of the originals have survived. There are, 
however, late examples published in the 16th and 17th 
centuries which delineated Roman settlements in these our 
islands, the far flung outposts of the Roman Empire. 

Retuming for a moment to Ptolemy, his reputation and 
work is still revered by Arab geographers and cartogra-

phers, as indeed he is remembered in the European context 
similarly. We owe much to the research and thinking of 
men like Ptolemy and their dramatic defining of the known 
world. However, lest we think that Ptolemy was alone in 
the development of early mapping, we only have to tum to 
the pages of the Bible to read of the Patriarchs of old, 
Abraham, Moses and Joshua who all prepared or had made 
charts or maps. 

I mentioned Eratosthenes earlier, he also played a 
dramatic role in the development of the map. He assumed 
the earth sphere to be a cylinder and calculated its circum
ference to be 25,200 miles, which really must draw from us 
a certain admiration as the actual measurement around the 
equator is 24,902 miles, an error of only 298 miles! Further 
to this, in the eventual projection of the earth's surface onto 
a flat surface, the cylindrical projection was one of the first 
known methods of reproducing the earth reasonably accu
rately. 

Hipparcus also played a prominent part in the invention 
of a projection, namely the stereo graphic projection, which 
came to be used for maps covering the Arctic and Antarctic 
regions suitable for showing airroutes across the Poles. But 
long before they were used for air routes, we had a French 
hydrographer by the name of Philip Buache. He retumed 
to the King of France claiming to have surveyed the South 
Polarregion, producing a map showing a navigable channel 
running right through the Pole. On the strength of this he 
was made Hydrographer Royal with little prospect of being 
contradicted and for over one hundred years this etTor was 
copied and recopied on maps and chmts. 

So much for early mapping of the land, what about the 
sea and coasts, in other words charts? The earliest charts 
were simply sketches and notes intended to co*vey to the 
users where good hunting or fishing ground$ could be 
found. Though there was no science or disciphne for the 
earliest of charts, they fulfilled their purpose bYi giving the 
user the infonnation required. 1 

Ruscellis edition of Ptolemy's World -the first map to show old and new worlds individually as hemisperes. 
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Perhaps at this juncture we should ret1ect on an old and 
yet also a recent definition of a good map or chart. It has 
been defined as a map which successfully conveys the 
message or information that is intended. This definition 
sounds strange in the light of what we would term the 
non-scientific age, yet it comes from the first century A.D. 
Unfortunately these dark ages of charting the sea and coast
line, at least in the Mediterranean areas, gave way to a fine 
period of charting. When we see the first of the Pmtolani 
charts we cannot but gasp in amazement at their sheer 
beauty and content. The charts were numerous, drawn on 
skins and in the 300 years before the advent of printing, 
were jealously guarded by their owners. They are now kept 
in museums in different parts of the world. The charts 
featured complex coastlines, detailed accurate harbours 
with depths for anchorages. Safe and unsafe areas were all 
shown in great detail, for here was an example of mariners 
sharing or pooling their information as much as anything 
for their own ~mrvival. Until the development of ptinting 
they were extremely rare. By the time of the publication of 
some of the finest 16th century land atlases, there were 
already excellent sea atlases, in fact the sea chm1 of the day 
had much greater accuracy than its contemporary, the map 
of the land masses. 

The foregoing has a bearing on all that was to follow 
in this exciting development of the ptinted maps and atlases 

The world by Sebastian Munster 1546 
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ofthe 16th and 17th centuries, which laid the foundation for 
all future map making for the next 200 years. 

This background must inevitably be sketchy and is by 
no means comprehensive, but hopefully will set the scene 
for what had yet to take place in the mapping of mainland 
Europe and our own offshore islands. 

The Portolan charts were designed as working tools for 
the masters of ocean going vessels. The cartographers who 
drew them worked in the ports of Northern Italy. Early 
examples are Bianco 's chart of 1448, a chart drawn in 
Genoa in 1455 by Pareto, or Benicascis' chart of 1468. 
Columbus's brother Bartholomew was one of these cartog
raphers from Genoa who worked in Portugal. ':s the t~de 
developed, the Portuguese chart makers established a hne 
reputation and their charts were very much in d~mand. 
Again we need to remember these were predommantly 
charts of the Mediterranean area only. By the early 16th 
century they were charting areas outside the Medite~anean 
and though keeping to the Portolan style, new features 
began to appear. In addition to the familiar netwo~k of 
direction lines and rhumb lines, they began to show a smgle 
meridian. This was usually that of Cape St. Vincent extend
ing the full length of the chart from top to bottom and 
included for purposes of magnetic variation, a second me
ridian cmTesponding to the magnetic variation. 
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The world by Abraham Orteliius 1574 

The earliest surviving chart ofthe whole North Atlantic 
is by Pedro Reinel in 1502. This was a predominantly 
Mediterranean art - never a Northern art. Though Henry 
VIII would have liked to have founded a school of cartog
raphy, (as he did Trinity House), he failed to do this. 
However, Frenchman Jean Rotz did in fact exec:ute for him 
a wonderful collection of charts in 1542. We have the Carta 
Marina by Olas Magnus from Sweden. Charts were tirst of 
all wood block printed but subsequently more successfully 
from copper engraved plates. The charts which had hitherto 
been few in number, now enjoyed an explosion of popular
ity. Another very important development was Mercators 
Projection 1569 which gave true bearings between any two 
points. The first Marine Atlas to incorporate Mercators 
Projection was Robert Dudley's "Arcano del Mare" pub
lished in Florence in 1646. Before this accurate work one 
of the most popular Sea Atlases was the Mariners Mirror 
by Wagenhaarpublished in Antwerp by Christopher Plantin 
in 1584. This was also destined to become the publishing 
home of Ortelius's famous Theatrum Orbis Terrarum in 
1570 which ran to 14 editions. 

During the time of the Renaissance of maps, a period 
sometimes referred to as the golden age of cartography, with 
the advent of printing and engraving there came about a 
rediscovery of Ptolemy. Martin Waldsemuller from Al
sace made a world map by the year 1507 which resembled 
the Bonne Pn~jection. For the first time the name America 
was to appear across the length of South America. It is said 
that Waldsemuller was so impressed by the account of the 
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travels of Amerigo Vespucci that he thought no-one would 
object to it being named America. 

From World Maps it should not surprise us in the age 
of enlightenment to see the beginning of the construction 
of globes. The first is believed to be that by Martin Behaim 
of Nuremberg, a globe of 20" diameter. By the time of 
Mercator and Hondius it was popular to depict such cartog
raphers/map publishers as seated and studying their globes. 
The map gores were first of all printed on a flat sheet of 
paper and then individually cut and pasted onto a spherical 
globe. Speaking personally it is my own desire to recon
struct the 30" globe by Coronelli c.l690. I have collected 
most of the original globe gores for such a purpose. If 
anyone out there has a few spare globe gores by Coronelli, 
then kindly contact me! 

During this Renaissance period, at fir~1 the Dutch 
School was pre-eminent. In fact, in no other period in the 
drama of developing cartography, was there such a prolific 
production of high quality maps, with names like Mercator, 
Ortelius, Hondius, .Tansson and Blaeu. 

The French School produced some very fine maps and 
atlases from the middle of the 16th century with names like 
Sanson, .Taillot, Vaugondy and DuVal. 

Also in the later Renaissance period the Italian School 
excelled in finely executed and very detailed maps and 
atlases. The most famous being the Lafreri Atlas of 1556 
which included work by many famous cartographers such 
as Gastaldi, Be11elli and Magini and later as mentioned 
Coronelli. 
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The Celtic Contribution 
I would like now to turn to what I have telTI1ed the 

~EL TIC CONTRIBUTION and to narrow our sphere of 
mf1uence primarily to these European otishore islands of 
ours. Though, inevitably, I must at times continue to make 
reference to the Mediterranean and to Western Europe. 

Why Celtic? Can we define more clearly their inf1u
ence? For some years I have had a fascination with the 
~ovemen~ of peoples or in other words, migration. I am 
mterested m how the movement of peoples from the Eastern 
MediteiTanean has affected our own Islands, long before the 
Romans settled here in the British Isles. Other settlers have 
continued to move West and North in a great sweep, search
ing, as m_i~rants do, for a ditierent way of life or simply in 
sear~h of freedom. If we look at a map of Europe, we can 
readily observe where migrants who have settled in Britain 
and I_reland originate. They came from many islands ofthe 
~e~Iterr,an~an, from the shores of Turkey, Greece, Italy, 
Sicily, Spam and Portugal. They settled in places like 
Brittany, Cornwall, Wales, Ireland and Western Scotland. 
They are those who we now refer to as the Celtic people. It 
has taken many thousands of years of migration to create 
the peoples of these Islands. This su~ject could occupy a 
whole series of studies, however, this morning it must 
sutiice with the foregoing. 

Was the great Christopher Saxton, Celtic or English? 
He was authorised to carry out his sw·vey of England and 
Wales. He published the tirst county atlas in 1579. The 
then young Christopher, with Royal approval and letters to 
accompany that he should be otiered eve1y assistance. The 
survey of Saxton and his team took about six to seven years 
and as the various counties were surveyed, the work of 

Part of Kent by Christopher Saxton 1577 
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drawing and engraving on copper was carried out by both 
English and Flemish engravers. It is unfortunate that for 
Wales the only counties to have separate maps are Mon
mouth, Glamorgan and Pembroke. The remaining counties 
were _grouped into three or four counties to a sheet, sadly a 
practice that was to continue into the 19th century with few 
exceptions. 

In my Celtic Scenario I would like to mention two men 
who may have intluenced or inspired the work of others. 
T~mothy Pont of Scotland was inspired by Saxton 's survey 
ot England and Wales and Humfrey Lluyd of Wales was 
probably inspired by the George Lily map. Certainly the 
maps of Britain available to these men were limited to say 
the least! The Lily map, made in 1556 by George Lily, an 
English monk working in Rome, showed Britain at least the 
~gh~ w~y up. That was a real achievement for Lily's 
msp1ration no doubt came from the finely detailed maps that 
were familiar to the cartographer monks working in Rome. 
In this map England was depicted in more detail, Wales and 
Scotland both lacked considerable detail and poor old Ire
land was the least detailed ofthe four component countries. 

The fine Lluyd map of the P1incipality was certainly 
the personal work of Lluyd who was bom in Denbigh in 
1527. He was an only child who studied at the University 
of Oxford gaining first of all a B.A. and three years later an 
M.A. He entered the service of the Earl of Arundel and 
r~pre~~nted Denbigh us a Member of Parliament. Amongst 
his gifts he appears to have been a physician, historian, 
author and topographic w1iter. It is in that latter capacity 
th_at we should consider his greatest achievement -the map 
ot WALES. Though Ortelius first published his Great 
World Atlas- Theatrum Orbis Terrurum -in 1570, by the 
next issue in 1573 he had received two manuscript maps 
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Part ot' British Isles by George Lily 1546 
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Scotland by Abraham Ortelius 1573 - ba.~ed on Mercator's Map 1564 

with extensive topographic notes giving details for this tine 
map from Humphrey Lluyd. The sad note to this great 
achievement was that it was sent when Lluyd was already 
on his death bed, and had been conveyed to Ortelius in 
Antwerp by his friends, the brothers Hugh and Rohert 
Owen, who had acted before in taking messages from Lluyd 
to Ortelius. Abraham Ottelius, that great compiler/cattog
rapher paid generous tlibute to the fine etl'mts of this 
indefatigable Welshman. I am sure that the next speaker, 
Olwen Carudoc Evans, will elaborate or elucidate where I 
may have been negligent or not completely factful in my 
tribute to the work of Lluyd. 

Finally, I cannot leave this dramatic story here without 
mention of another Celt who certainly achieved much in a 
relatively short lifetime. Like Humfrey Lluyd, Timothy 
Pont died as a young man at the age of forty. In Scotland, 
the work of this one man stands out supremely in this 
period. Timothy Pont was the eldest of eight children and 
a son of Rev. Robert Pont, a minister in the Scottish Church. 
He studied and graduated from St. Andrews University 
around 1583. Timothy evidently travelled with his father, 
and ti·om an early age, demonstrated his love of landscape. 
It was, therefore, a great oppmtunity for this young man to 
travel with his father throughout Scotland. 

In a contemporary record of the day we read, and I 
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quote:-

"Now at length utter many labours, utter the loss of 
much time and utter such troubles as the mind shudders 
to remember, Scotland is mapped among the other coun
tries of the world and asswnes her place in the great 
and famous Atlas of Joanus Blaeu, published 1654, 
who is so renowned and so far before all others in this 
department of knowledge. Nor is she, as so often be
filre drawn by writers, from mere hearsay, defonued by 
wretched fables, contracted on scanty sheets and quite 
unlike her real self. But us that taletited young man, 
Timothy Pont, the originator of this work, left her in his 
papers, the memory of which man without the crime of 
the greatest ingratitude, neither can nor may be ne
glected. For he with small means and no favouring 
patron, he undertook the whole of his task forty years 
ago. He travelled on foot through the whole of Scot
land, as no-one before him had done. He visited all the 
Islands occupied for most part by hostile and uncivi
lised inhabitants, being often beaten and stripped by 
tierce robbers and suifering many hardships. Yet never
theless at no time did his difticulties overcome him nor 
was he disheartened. But when he returned and pre
pared to publish the result of his labours, he was 
defeated by the greed ofthe printers and booksellers 
and so could not achieve his goal of publishing his sur
veys and whilst awaiting better times, untimely death 
took him away." 
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Lidisdail by Timothy Pout, published by Bleau 1654 

It has been estimated that Pont surveyed two counties 
each summer over a period of 16 years. Nearly two centu
ries later the military survey of Scotland was carried out by 
fifty men and they took eight years, their winters being 
spent in drawing up the maps. I think you will agree a 
remarkable achievement for one solitary person. However, 
to continue the story, whilst Blaeu published a map of the 
whole of Scotland in 1635, it was not seen again until 1654. 
One of the volumes was published showing all the counties 
of Scotland and though primarily the work of Pont, great 
credit must be paid to Pont's thend Robett Gordon who 
completed and clarified all the infom1ation for completing 
the manuscript maps and enabling Blaeu to publish such an 
attractive atlas. 

I have suggested the Celtic int1uence, now let us look 
finally at an example of joint Scots/Welsh cmtographic 
work. John Ogilby, born in Edinburgh, published a volume 
entitled "Brittania" containing one hundred strip road maps 
of England and Wales in 1675. This atlas also established 
the statute mile as equal to 1760 yards (as all school boys 
and girls of my generation knew). A year later John Ogilby 
and William Morgan published their Pocket Book of the 
Roads which contained only one map of England and 
Wales. This showed over 500 market towns and all the 
principal roads linking them together and of course in
cluded the town of Lam peter. I have a late edition of this 
work published in 1732. However, I believe the true suc
cessor to Ogilby's Brittania was the delightful volume by 
another Celt, Emanuel Bowen. This was entitled "Btittania 
Depicta" published in 1720, containing almost 300 road 
maps together with the counties of South Britain. 
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Wales- Sea Chart by William Morris 1800 

Conclusion 
Finally, back to sea charts of the 18th century. The two 

Mackenzies, uncle and nephew, tackled some fine large 
scale surveys of the Irish, Welsh and Scottish coasts. No 
prizes for guessing their country of origin, remarkable 
charts drawn at an enormous scale. 

Back to Wales, where in 1748 Lewis Morris published 
a tine volume containing twenty-five charts of Wales. This 
was a considerable task when one remembers that he was 
an amateur marine surveyor and entirely self taught. His 
son William published a tine large chm1 some 4' x 4' in 
1800, an excellent high quality chart. 

I conclude with the only map I could find of Lam peter, 
namely the 1831 Boundary Commission map. This is an 
example of stone lithography, a practise though invented in 
Germany, much favoured right into the 20th century by the 
Ordnance Survey. I trust that in the few minutes I have 
stood here attempting to span many thousands of years of 
the development of the map, I may have stimulated some 
of you by the example and tenacity of some of those who 
have gone before us. 
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